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Review No. 108618 - Published 15 Apr 2012

Details of Visit:

Author: msg man
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 12 Apr 2012 16.00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hr
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Daniela - The Ultimate Blonde Escort!
Phone: 07054508077

The Premises:

Cosy flat very close to the Tube Station. Good directions given over the phone, Daniela ready with
open door, and then up some flights of stairs. Flat itself was very clean and perfectly adequate. I felt
safe and comfortable.

The Lady:

A beautiful woman; exactly as, in fact better, then described. 

The Story:

Daniela is a beautiful lady; with a lovely, kind, hospitable, friendly and warm personality. Her charm
and her warmth quickly puts you at ease. She enjoys wanting to please; and so transparently, in
fact, that one can only but reciprocate to create that enjoyable experience.

The services that one opts for are all of the very highest standards; and I can state quite
categorically, is probably, to date, the best I have ever experienced; and including extremely good
vfm. She is also no "clock watcher".

I never divulge intricate details as that would be an intrusion into the privacy of our unique
experience. Different aspects intertwine into making that memorable experience. I also always
believe that the customer plays an equally vital role in how good the encounter turns out.

Other positive field reports have already reported fully, reliably well, and most accurately on what
Daniela offers.

Not only did I have a fantastic experience but I also felt throughout; from the first glass of wine right
up to reluctantly saying goodbye; that I was enjoying a fabulous afternoon with a lovely friend.
Daniela, truly, is absolutely marvellous!
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